**Zero Waste Dinners**
Join Dining Team Green in their quest to reduce food waste! The weight of food waste will be measured on 02/24 and compared to the dinner on 03/03 to see if there is a reduction.

**Caught Green Handed Sweepstakes**
Catch your friend or post a selfie doing something eco-friendly between February 20 and March 12. To be eligible for a prize, post your picture on Instagram or Facebook with #CR2ZW and tag in @URSustainable.

**Tunnel Painting**
Join us in painting the tunnel under the quad and spread awareness about the environment.

**Finale Event**
Join the Grand Finale of Campus Race to Zero Waste! There will be a Clothing Exchange by Grassroots, tabling by sustainability-minded student groups, a photo booth, prizes and more!

**Waste Reduction Seminar**
with Christina Das 
Cornell Cooperative Extension
Join the talk on the life of stuff, the importance of reusability and recycling.

**Caught Green Handed**
Get rewarded for being green! We will award prizes to students seen being eco-friendly (recycling, reusing, etc.) during competition Week 2 (02/06 - 02/12) and Week 5 (02/27 - 03/05).

**Expression Wall**
Share why you love the earth at the Expression Wall in Wilson Commons by Starbucks during the week of February 13 to 19. You can scan the QR code to express your feelings for the earth virtually.

**Love the Earth Giveaway**
You can win a prize by sharing why you love the earth! Post your selfie on Instagram or Facebook with #CR2ZW and tag in @URSustainable.

Follow @URSustainable for updates on the competition.